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FOREWORD

The Office of Cviian Radioactive Waste Managemeit (OCRWM) intends to govern
the plannin& decisionmakig and implementation of the nation's high-level radioactive
waste-disposal program through the use of a set of strategic principles These strategic
pip wll serve as the constitutiorr of the program.

In keeping with the policy of open dialogue Scretary of Energy James D. Watkins
has established, OCRWM will develop the strategic principles in consultation with
sakeholders We will sponsor two public workshops to provide an opportunity for
affected and interested parties to contribute to the substance of the strategc principles.

We have prepared this working paper, entitled icussion Draft on Strategic
Principles for Planning and Decisionmaldng in the Civiian Radioactive Waste-
Management Program,' to serve as a basis for dialogue at the workshops. The paper
reviews the waste-management program's mission, objectives, policies, and current
strategic principles; presents Issues from which additional tategic principles may be
developed; and provides background Information to assist in workshop discussions.

After the workshops, and with the receipt of other comments, we wil use the
tatement of policies and principles in preparing the Mission Plan Amendment, which

wi be issued in draft form for public comment

The Federal waste-management program is an undertaking unprecedented in its
requirements, complexity, and challenges To succeed It must have a firm and
tnassailable foundation for progress, decisions, and plans. Essential to the
develcjent of this foundation is meaningl 1volvement by stakeholders. Their
participation in the development of the fundamental strategic principles that wll guide
the program Is a critical step for Its success.
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L UG RODUC1ION

The Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste-Managemnnt in the Department of Energy
(DOE) Is responsible for disposing of this nation's spent fuel and high-level radioactive
waste in a manner that protects the health and safety of the public and the quality of the
evvironment. Although embodied in the Federal repository program that began with
studies in the late 1950s, this mission was explicitly established by the Nuclear Waste Policy
Act of 1982 and reaffirmed by the Nuclear Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1987.

To fulfill our mission, we are developing a waste management sstem consisting of a
geologic repository for permanent disposal deep beneath the surface of the earth, a fcility
for monitored retrievable storage, and a systm for transporting the waste.

This discussion draft was developed to help involve parties affected by or interested
in the waste-management program in the formulation of the basic principles on which the
program will be based. Chapter 2 reviews existing objectives, policies, and strategic
principles under which the system is currently being developed. Chapter 3 then discusses
issues of strategic importance for which additional strategic principles may be needed.
For these issues in particular, views from affected and interested parties is solicited, but
comments regarding alternative approaches to the issues presented as well as suggestions
for additional issues will also be welcome. Chapter 4 presents background information on
the waste-management program pertinent to the issues discussion.

Fo brevity, this document often uses the words "radioactive waste or simplynwaste"
to mean spent fuel or igh-level radioactive waste.
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2 MISSION, OBJECVES, POUCES, ANf STRATEGIC PRINC[PLES
FOR PLANNING AND DECISIONMAKNl

MISSION

Dispose of the Nation's spent fuel and highlevel radioactive waste in a manner that
protects the health and safety of the public and the quality of the environment.

PROGRAM OBJECrIS

To direct the Implementation of our mission, we have established the following
objectivep

71m* dilyaW: to establish as soon as practicable the ability to dispose of
radioactive waste in a geologic repository licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory

ommisson (NRC).

* mely and adequate waste acceptance: to begin the operation of the waste-
management system as soon as practicable in order to obtain the system
development and operational benefits that have been identified for the MRS
facility.

* Stedul confidence: o establish confidence in the schedule for waste
acceptance and disposal such that the management of radioactive waste is not an
obstacle to the nuclear energy option.

* ftem flebli to ensure that the program has the flexibility necessary for
adapting to future circumstances while fulfilling established commitments.

BASIC POUCIES

Te basic policies under which the program Is conducted are as follows:

* The protection of public bealth and safety and the quality of the environment are
of paramount importance.

* The program must be distinguished by hi technical integrity and exceflence and
directed at reaching consensus In the scientific community, establishing public
understanding and confidence, and obtaining the licenses needed for waste-
mnnagement fcilities.

* Opportunities and means must be provided for meanigful participation by
affected and interested parties.

21



* Tbe program must be managed and conducted In an efficient and cost-effective
manner..'s

STEATEGIC PUNCIPLES

In addition to the basic policies, strategic principles are needed for planning and
decionmaking. This section presents the established principles under which the
program is currently being developed. The following section addresses strategic issues
'for which additional principles may be needed. Yet other issues or principles, not
idenied in this discussion draft, may b uggested by affected and interested parties.

Purpose of the strategic principles

The p of the principles is to permit decisions to be made in a rationaL
goal-oriented manner directed at achieving the objectves of the program while giving
adequate opportunity for meaningf predecisional fnvolvement by affected and
interested parties, including those public and private segments of our society that have
an interest in the safe and reliable completion of this program.

The principles wi serve as guides for the more-detailed plans and studies that will
be necessay to successfully administer waste management activides. In view of the
compleIy of the program and its first-of-a-lind nature, the principles are to be used
a gides for decisions and actions rather than r4igd constraints.

Managment principles

MaUdain dhe Am ef dhe r m g om pennwd . ;id. 1 Disposal is the primazy
ctil, i s the DOEs principal eponsibi under the lw, and success in

achieving it Is vital to maintaining the nuclear energy option. All program activities
must be conducted in a manner that supports and facilitates permanent disposal.

-ve faciti for Ae -me90 weptanc if pe fad. T principle is crtical to
achieving timely and adequate wase acceptance and obtaining the system-denlopment
and operational benefits that have been Identified for an MRS fity, including the
flexibW essential for spent fuel management logistics.

M'autain axd L.pkmem uda e compla= pwvme Although
prelimiay analyses indicate that the development of facilities and waste-management
ad diposal operations are not likely to result in significant envronmental impacts,
implementing th principle will ensure that environmental protection is given priority
and that field activities are closely monitored for compliance with all applicable
evironmental protection standards.
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Manaidn standards a! ewei . Technical excellence has always been a
fumdamental requirement of the program, and its imprtance increases with the
increasingly difficult challenges that arise as the program moves forward. It is essential
for success in licensing, establishing scientific consensus, increasing public confidence,
and the prudent management of resources Similar standards of excellence will be
applied to all other aspects of the program, including institutional activities, outreach,
and management

E we tht all quaia c q e are asd. Quality assurance comprises
aII the planned and systematic actions neceay to provide adequate confidence that
the product or result of a qualityaffecting activity meets its intended purpose and/or
fuc ion; It i a pequ for licensing. All quality-affecting work must be performed
in accordance with established quality-assurance requirements We fully embrace the
NRCt quality-assurance requirements

Au, equal hrptance t Insad tecbid ad iN. The history of the
program has shown that institutional challenges are as difficult as the technical ones,
and their importance must be recognized in all program plans and activities Although
the yardsticks of performance in technical and institutional activities are different, the
higbest level of quality and professionalism will be pursued in both.

Coonfinat, At tevchni4 band managmmtl act te 0 elw pvem.
Implementation of this principle should enhance the integration of technical and
Intitutional activities, contribute to the control of program schedules, and enhance the
prospects for the success of the mission.

Tecical principles

4Ap* h concge df dqfmm In dpth in waste-managemew ad diposa. Backup safety
systems will be provided in all operations involving waste handling, and multiple
barriers against waste migration will be used in the repository. This approach should
faiitate Icensing and belp to establish public confidence in safety.

ProiW ultnuadv ad etnenqy plaw. This principle is needed to ensure success
despite the invitable srprises and unexpected problems that will arise in a complex,
first-of-a-knd enterprise It requires the parallel analysis of alternatives to key
components of the system so that if the primary candidate encounters difficulties, a
workable alternative can be available with minimized delay. It also requires

pating the difficulties that might be encountered and developing in advance plans
for minimizing their effects. While the provision of backups and contingency planning
increase the initial costs of the program, they are insurance against unforeseen
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problems that could otherwise lead to delays and real or perceived prommatic
falurlu

use AW9t44heowt ayStmschgabeedgtcnq &C Ir dexdopl and &degning
v aswem enfacli nd qoperdew. Systems engeering is an orderly process for
the development of complex systems. It consists of defining objectives and
requi n developing a design that meets th reem ents, evaluating the design
against the requirements, revising the desg as needed, and repeating the process with
increasing detail to ensure that the requirements are complete and that the system and
1w components will meet all of them Important features of the process are Its
emphasis on ensuring that all components work together, on special studies of the
entire stem's ability to meet requirements, and on orous control of the technical
imaon wed in the process. Sstems engineering Is essential for the success of the
program because it provides the means for Identifyg and controlling the many
interfacs among the elements of the system; coordinating the multiple scientific and
engineering displines volved in the program; and optimizing hte desig and
operation of the sstem.

Use sia* ad prmwn d z mnd Se&hnokogn The use of simple and proven
technologies, particularly those already licensed by the NRC, and the use of designs
that apprximate those of licensedfacidties should facilitate licesing and increase cost
effcctiveness. Thi principle Is applicable to an MRS facilit, a repository, and a

Payidk CUrwdJWwa r th d=;&on 4f nal In= Te purpose of this
principle Is to ensure exte peer paricipation In the resolution of technical issues.
Peer review will be widely used in the program to provee technical oversiht. It wi
be provided by the Nuclear Waste Technicl Review Board, groups of independent
esper4 the technical experts of the States, and the National Academy of Sciences.
Providing external forums for discussion of scientific and technical Issues should add to
the peer-review process and help to establish public confidence in the technical
program. In addition, review by the NRC and Its Mvisory Committee on Nuclear
Waste provides yet another level of external review.

Insthtional principles

?WYM for the bvement #fedpres In tI e Oa pwe. As the
oraniation charged with the development of the waste-management ystem, we have
certain responsibilities that cannot be shared. One of these responsibilities is maling
technical and programmatic decisions. Hower, the views of affected and Interested
prties are essential to the decisionmaking process and will be actively solicited. The
Involvement of affected parties early to the decisio process will facilitate the
identification of emerging issues and alternatives, maling Issue resolution more
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producti. It will also allow the program to benefit from the knowledge and
experience of the affected paries.

Phovde sppot to duc nal pvoim. Greater uidersanding of the health, safety,
and environmental issues surrounding waste generation and management is key to the
success of the program. It is also needed to help develop the skills necessary to meet
the future human-resource needs of the program. This principle will be implemented
by stimulating the teaching of science at the secondary, undergraduate, and graduate
levels and developing curricula and instructional materials-both print and
electronic-for prlmary, secondary, and undergraduate studies. A related effort will be
to foster undergraduate and graduate studies for the public policy aspects of waste-
management.

Ctu wo ae ith ifedadpanie. To foster productive links with
affected parties, we will consult and cooperate with them and will seek to exchange
information and ideas. Cooperative agreements will be used to bring additional groups
into the program both for technical advice and for dissemination of information to their
members.

In sitn and dafgnig waste-manaJmen fafidas cmnidr potenti balens to the host
safte and cmm . The Nuclear Waste Policy Amendments Act requires the
Secretary of Energ, in siting Federal research projects, to give special consideration to
proposals from States where a repository is located. Also, the Secretary of Energy is
authorized to enter into a benefits agreement with the State of Nevada concerning a
repository or with any state or Indian Tribe concerning an MRS facility. Such a
benefits agreement would include specific benefits, including enhanced program
participation, identified in the Nuclear Waste Policy Amendments Act Other benefits
to jurisdictions willing to host a repository or Monitored Retrievable Storage facility
could be developed through the Nuclear Waste Negotiator, with DOE providing
support in response to the Negotiators requests.
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3. PROPOSED ISSUES OF STRATEGIC IMPORTANCE AND POSSIBLE
TRTEGIC PRINCIPLES

We bha identified a number of issues of strategic importance for which strategic
principles siMilar to those presented In Chapter 2 may need to be developed. We are
seeking external input on these issues and plan to discuss them with affected and
intrested parties in two workshops focused on (1) protecting public safety and the
ewniro1en and (2) stewardship of the resources made available to the program and

eess of operations.

The presentation of each issue Includes background Information, suggested options
for initiating discussions, and factors to be considered in selecting an option or options
for implementation. The suggested options are merely a means for initiating
discsions; they do not represent policy or plans for action, and have not in any way
been endorsed by us. We will appreciate suggestions for other options.

31 ISSUES REIATED TO THE PRO1W~1ON OF PUBLIC SAFETY AND THE
ENV[RONMENT

This section proposes 11 issues for which strategic principles may need to be
developed. These issues have been divided into three groups:

h nical isues

- Cooling spent fuel before disposal.

- Designing waste packages to exceed the regulatory standard.

- Approach to the demonsration of perfance.

- Using a demonstration fcilfity to Increase confidence.

- Timing and criteria for dem g the suitability of the candidate site for a
repository.

* Geologic disposal for wastes other than spent fuel and higb-lee wastes (greater-
tban:Class-C wates).

- Risk assessment In selecting tra tation modes and preferred routes.

M Sa gtment asm

-Sbariqg of data an a timely bass
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Imtb9grial issues

- Ting and means for predecisional participation by affected and involved parties.

- Gaining public acceptance of waste transportation.

- Emergency-respons planning and training.

IECWMIC4L ISUES

Almost all of the technical issues for which strategic principles may need to be
established are focused on a repository, but, as noted in the discussions that follow,
some are equally applicable to the entire waste-management system or to another
system element.

COOLING SPENT FUEL BEFORE DISPOSAL, .

he waste that will be emplaced In a repository consists of spent nuclear fuel and
high-level waste. Both qpes emit heat, but the spent fuel emits more beat than the
higbherrel radioactive wasl The beat may affect the behavior of the host rock and
the flow of fluids (both liquids and gases), which is the principal mechanism for
tan ig radioactive materials from the repository to the human environment. In
theory, the heat may create flow patterns near the emplaced waste that differ

trom the existing flow patterns, and these altered patterns may ffect the
system's abfit to retain radionuclides Our current stratea is based on exploiting the
beat emitted by the waste to dry out the ouding rock for more than 100 years and
thus protect the disposal containers In which the wastes will be encapsulated.

Howver, the heat load in the repository-and the attendant uncertainties about
ogterm performanc-can be significantly reduced by cooling the spent fuel for
extended periods before disposaL Cooling may thertfore facilitate licensing by
simplfyg the scope and difficulty of Issues ivolved in the proof of performance.
Cooling would also decrease the minimum distance between emplaced waste pacIages,
reduce the nit volume of rock excavated per package emplaced, and decrease the
costs of nde ud development and operation. The downside of cooling is that It
ruires prolonged storage on the surface and increases the costs of storage.

The cooling can be provided at reactor sites to the extent storage capacity is
avalable or at an MRS facility.
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Suggested options fbr Initiating a discussion

Qopon 1. We could accept spent fuel at the repository directly from reactor pools f1
(ie, spent fuel cooled for at least 5 years). *

QplinI2. We could set a minimum cooling period longer than 5 years for
acceptance at the repository from reactor sites.

QR11 . We could set a period for long-term cooling (e.g., 80 years) and provide
faciities for storing the fuel during that period.

Qgyiol4. We could establish a policy of accepting first the oldest fuel, which will
be 40 years old on the average when a repository starts operations, with the proviso to
take younger spent fuel to prevent reactor shutdowns.

Considerations In selecting options for Implementation

Option 1 corresponds to our current approach. Our standard contract with the
utilities specifies a minimum spent-fuel age of 5 years. However, after a repository
starts accepting waste in 2010, most of the fuel accepted by the Federal system will be
more than 10 years old. This option would not require the development of facilities
ezciusivey for long-term cooling, but it would be compatible with an MRS facility,
whose functions are not limited to cooling.

Option 2 would also be applicable to the waste-management system we re
currently developing (a repository and retrievable storage for a limited quantity of
spent fuel). To implement this option, we are conducting studies to determine the
characterstics of spent fuel, the characteristics of the host rock, the design of a
repository, the operation strategy for a repository, the operation strategy for an MRS
facility, the storage mode chosen for an MRS facility, and efficiencies in transportation.

Option 3 is similar to the strategy followed in other countrie& To implement this
strategy, we would have to develop several MRS facilities to provide sufficient storage
capacity.

In Option 4, eventually, as the waste backlog Is worked ofA the spent fuel arriving
at a repository would be ls than 40 years old.

DESIGNING WASTE PACKAGES TO EXCEED THE REGULATORY STANDARD

The waste package Is defined by the NRC as 'thc waste form (spent fuel or high-
klvel waste) and any containers, shielding, packing, and other absorbent materials
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immediately surrounding an individual waste contalner.: For the Yucca Mountain
didate site, the current conceptual design for the waste package consists of the

waste form and a disposal container, ft is the principal engineered barrier.
.

ITe waste package must meet various functional and reguatory requrements
related to the operation of a repository and to the cont nt of radionuclides after a
repository bas been closed. Intcuded In thee ar theperformance
ob of providig substanialy completcontainment for the waste for not less
than 300 years to 1000 yeas and thereafter controlling the rate of radionuclide release
from the engineered-barrier system. Th demonstration that these objecties will be
met is expeed tio be one of the most difficult technical challenges during licensig,
and for this reason great Importance Is attached to the design of the waste package
and to detmiing the conditions to whkchft will be subjected in a repository.

in the current reference design for the Yucca Mountain candidate site, the
container consists of a corrosion-resistant metal selected to be compatibVe with the
environment in a repository and with the geologic, hydrologic, and geochemical
condiions expected to prevail n a repository over the long term. This design is
expected to meet, but not necessarily exceed, regulatory standards for the life of the
waste package.

pested ions for Initiating a discussion

OVioI We could design the waste package to be compatible with the waste-
emplacement environment and to meet, but not attempt to gnntl exceed, the
regulatory criterion for the lIfe of the waste package- Ibis design would be done in
parallel with studies of the waste-emplacement enviroment, which are -included in
seon 8W3.44 of the Site QCaracterization Plan.

Q oi We could design a waste package that would exceed by a significant
margin the regulatory criterion. Thi design would be done in parallel with studies of
the waste-emplacement envionment, which are included in section 83.42±4 of the Site
Characterization Plan.

- p ~tion3. We could pue both options in parallel with studies of the waste-
eplacement environment and other scientific studies during site evaluation. Once the
results of the studies are avalable and a cost-benefit analis has been: performed, a
shge desi path would be chosen.

Colderatons In selecting options fbr Implementation

Option 1 represents the crent design approach. The current reference design is
at a conceptual stage; alternative materials and design concepts would be evaluated in
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the nex, more-advanced design phase.

Option 2 would help to offset uncertainties that may Cxist about the performance of
the natural system at the site. It might thereby belp. i demonstrate the long-term
performance of a repository and contribute to public confidence in the safety of a
repostory.

To implement option 2, we would initiate a study to evaluate a range of low-
probability potentially disruptive processes and events that could affect the performance
of the waste package, to complete a functional analysis, and to establish performance
requirements and criteria for a package that can exceed the current regulatory
rcA cments When these activities have been completed, we would develop
alternati conceptual designs. These designs might include simple single-walled
containers or complex multilayered packages consisting of different metals and
nonmetals (e.g, ceramic liners, which are impervious to corrosion). In pursuing this
option it Is important to ensure that, in designing to a broader range of repository
conditions, including unexpected events, compatibility with the expected conditions is
maintained.

Option 3 would allow us to retain option I if scientific investigations ultimately
indicate that the current design approach is adequate.

In considering the options for the waste package, the issue presented in the next
section-allocating performance to natural and engineered barriers-should be included.

APPROACH TO THE DEMONSTRATION OF PERFORMANCE

In order to issue a construction authorization for a repository, the NRC must find
that the site and the design of a repository comply with requirements specified in 10
CFR 60. These regulations require a demonstration of compliance with the standards
promulgated for geologic disposal by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in 40
CFR 191. Included in the NRCs requirements are performance objectives for the total
repository system-that is, both natural barriers and engineered barricrs-as well as
each of the system elements.

In a regulatory strategy paper (SECY-88-28S), the NRC identified several topics as
reuiring a rulemakin One of these topics is demonstraton of compliance with the
EPA standards. We believe that rulemaking in this ase Is not appropriate and have
advised the Commisione that this is our position.
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Suggeteopaitoas 1kr Initlating a discusslo.

QioI21 We could petition the NRC to change fu regulations by specifying only
totasystem performance objectves, without performance objectie for particular
eemts of the system.

Q0gth W2 hout petitioning for a change in re ons, we could request the
NRC to abstain fom rulemaldng on the topic of performance demonstration but to
pVide us with guidance through reSUlatory gudes*

Q ~n3. We could hold f discussions with the NRC on the topic and
valuate ternatie approaches.

Ckassderations In seecting optios for Implem tation

The NRCs regulation is generally not pescriptive, recognizing that a repository has
ner been built and operated. Th regulation sates, for example, that, provided the
overall sem performance objective I stisfaed, the Comml sion may approve or -
specify performance objectiv other than those specified in 10 CFR 60.111 2, 1Z and
11. We fully agree with this philosophy and believe ft s prudent to retain the
fklxbit to pop alternative approaches to demontradng compliance rather than
being rquired to met specc itet established by rule.

We fiel that the topic of demoaig compliance does not require a rulemaking
because 10 CFR 60 will be revised to reflect the revised EPA standards. We also
believe that to retain the necessy flexibility, regulatory requirements on the time of
grpon-ater travel, the waste-package lifetime, and limits on releases fom the

nsystem should be made guidelines Instead. We also believe that in
dmsat c liance with the EPA site perfo c standard It would be
pardtuarly useful to allow credit in the regulatory anlysis for an improved engineered-
badersystem.

USING A DEMONSTRIION FACUlY TO INCREA CONIENCE

As discussed in Section 32 under ?hased Icensing for a Repository,' we are
ew uating a step-by-step approach to repository development instead of attempting to

e, desg, lcense, and construct a repository on an aggressive schedule and then
emplace cosderable quantities of wast as soon as an operating license s received.
Ptoceeding at a more deliberate pace and in smaller, but surer, steps might contribute
significantly to confidence that a repository will perform safe over both the near and
the long term. One way to Implement ths step-bystep approach Is to develop and
icense a repository in phases (se page 3-22); another Is to Include In a repository-
dvepment process a demonstration project that would allow us to develop and
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demonstrate disposal tecbnology with real waste in a geologic setting that is the same
as, or similar to, that of the proposed repository. Although we plan to construct an
exploratory facility at the depth proposed for a reposit~ory, none of the tests conducted
in that faciity will use actual waste.

Tbe objective of a demonstration project would be to increase confidence, thereby
supporting licensing and gaining greater acceptance by the public. It would also
igniiicantly icrease the amount of site information that zs available for licensing.

The role that a demonstration project would play in increasing confidence depends
on the tpe of facility that would be used, the tests that would be performed, and the
time at which the demonstrations could be performed.

Sugested options for Initiating a discussion

QOilon We could perform the demonstration in the exploratory facility that will
be built for ste evaluation (see Chapter 4) We could start by constructing a ramp to
the proposed depth of a repository, excavating repository-size drifts, and boring waste-
emplacemelt holes in which tests would be performed.

92fio We could develop an underground research laboratory near, but
separate from, a repository block This research laboratory would be completed before
the exploratory facility and would be used for prototype testin& demonstrating the
suitability of the rock horizon proposed for a repository, and examining the spatial
variabllity of the rock.

Qpiigz 3. We could develop at the Yucca Mountain candidate site a test-and-
evaluation facility pursuant to Sections 211 and 305 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act as
amended. The Act authorizes the construction of such a facility for demonstrating the
technology needed for geologic disposal and for tests related to site evaluation and the
operational aspects of waste disposaL For these tests it allows the emplacement of up
to 100 metric tons of spent fuel under continuing NRC review. Thbis facility would be
ued for testing before the construction authorization is recived. It would be used
only if the Yucca Mountain site is determined to be suitable for a repository.

Qgoo . Before proceeding to construct, license, and operate a full-scale
repositoy, we could construct and operate a repository as a pilot-scale fiaility with
limited waste emplacement and licensing In increments.

Considerations In slctin options lbr Implementation

Option I is closest to our currnt plans. As described in Chapter 4, we plan to
construct an exploratory facility to provide access to the horizon proposed for a
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'"reposi and to provide underground excavations fot various tests needed to
determine the suitability of the she. In principle, tbe tests that would be performed in
demnsation fcilities could be carred out i this exploratory failcity.- More
undergrond excavation may be necessary to construct repository-sized drifts, and the
scope of the testing may be increased

ob implement option l-that I, to use the exploratory facility needed for sie
evalation as a demonstaton facility-a legislative amendment may be necessaiy since
the Nuclear Waste Policy Act as amended (Section 113(c)) restricts the activities to be
coducted durmg site evaluation to Oe considered Weisary to provide the data
required for evaluation of the suitability of such candidate site.,." And, as required by
the Act, we would have to obtain the concurrence of the NRC before using radioactive
materials. Since at least part of the exploratory filty will be incorporated into a
reposts, we would also have to ensure and demonstrate to the NRC that neither the
-development nor the testing in this facility would compromise the integrity of the site
or affect the future performance of a repository. A demonation project in the
exploratory facility could allow us to resolve, before the license application is submitted,
such issues as the variability of the host rock or the constructability of ramps, shafts,
waste-mplacement boreholes, et

Because at least part of the eplorationand-demonstration facility would be
Incoipoated Into a repository, opIon 1 would allow some consevation of resources.
On the other hand, using the exploratory facility for a demonstration project would cost
more than using it as currently planned for site evaluation, and, ff the site is later
found to be unitable, signficant resources will have been wasted. In addition, this
option might contribute to the perception that we-have ahready 'elected the site for a
reposlitr eVn though most of the site-evaluation proam has not been conducted.

Option 2 could be implemented at the DOE~s Engine Maintenance and Disassembly
(EMAD) test facility. Being near, though not akt, the Yucca Mountain candidate site,
this facility would allow us to develop and demonstrate disposal technology under
condions analogous to those at the site. Separation fom the repository would
diminih concerns about affecting the integrity of the site. The use of existing Federal
fcilites to conduct tests relevant to the activities contemplated in a test-and-evaluation

ft s authorized by the Act as amended. What s not clear I whether an
oud laboratory constructed at the EMAD facility would be considered an

existing facility and therefore eligible under Section 217 of the Act as amended. It is
also not clear whether the tests in sucb a acility would entai the emplacement of
sigificant quantities of radioactive material, and, ff they did, whether the underground
laboratory would become in effect a test-and-evaluation facility. If we do construct an
underground laboratory, we will nonetheless have to later construct an exploratory
facility at the site for site evaluation because an eplorotary shaft facility is required by
NRC regulations.
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Under option 2, the demonstration could precede the construction of the
exploratozy facility, and less testing would be needed in the exploratory facility for
candidate site evaluation. In addition, this option would avoid the perception that the
site has been "preselected' and would allow technical issues to be separated from
Institutiona ones On the other hand, an underground laboratory would add to costs,
and these costs would not be recoverable because the laboratory would not become
part of a repository. And because of arguments about the representativeness of the
data collected away frm thesie, it might be necessa to duplicate much of the work
in the esplorator shaft facility.

Option 3 would allow us to test at an early phase the emplacement of waste in a
reosik^toy and contribute to our understanding of the waste-package environment. It
would require ensuring and demonstrating that the integrity of the site is not
comprmised, and it would require changes in the site characterization plam And it
mray encounter opposition from the State.

b regard to option 3, most important are the restrictions on the time of
nstruction in the NWPA as amended. Because of these restrictions, we would not be

able to start constructing a test-and-evaluation facility unless site designation for a
repository had become effective (Le, unless and until the suitability of the site had
been detened, the site had been recommended to the Congress, and the State had
an opportit to file a notice of disapproval-see Chapter 4) furthermore, we would
not be able to begin constructing any surface facilities for such a project until the
cstruction authorization for a repository has been received. Tese restrictions limit
the usefulness of a test-and-evaluation facility.

Option 4 would contribute to a step-by-step approach to the development of a
repository. However, as discussed in Section 3.2, under 'Phased Licensing for a
Rp this option would not necessarily facilitate the licensing of a repository.

WKING AND CiTRIM FOR DETERMNING THE SUITABILITY OF TBE
CANDIDATE SITM FOR A REPSITORY

We have prepared plans for conducting a comprehensive program of scientific
vtigations to evaluate whether the Yucca Mountain candidate site in Nevada is
tabl for a repository. This program will consist of both surface-based tests and

tests conducted in an exploratory facility that includes at kast one shaft and
nderg d ecaations at the depth proposed for a repository.

The surface-based tests are aimed at detecting as early as possible conditions that
would be potentially adverse to the performance of a repository at the site. If such
conditions are discovered and are shown to have unacceptable effects on performance,
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fthn we will have to make a finding that the site is unsuitable and report to the
Governor and the legislature of Nevada and the Ongess of the United States.

The difficulty with ite-suitabilit evaluations s the problem of demonstrating with
any reasonable testing programs that possible potent6 adverse conditions that do not
affe ste performance are not present. This problem is particularly severe for sites
tat hav favorable characteristics for waste isolation: stablit, low trnsmissibility for
water and gases, and high retardation of the tansport of ntam ants ent in very
low quantities. These very properte make It difficult to conduct tests that examine
much of the rock (low communication potential).

f no unacceptable conditions are found, we Wi Complete the site-evaluation
program and then evaluate the data to determine whether a repository at the site
would safely contain and isolate the waste for thousands of years determination
wM be a formal finding that will serve as the basis for recommending the site to the
President, who, ff he agrees, will recommend to the Congress that the site be
developed as a repository. Thi proes Is specified by the NWPA as amended.

Before making the formal determination, It may be advisable to make preliminary
findings of suitability, and thus timing is an issue that must be addressed by the
strategic principle developed for the determination of site suitability. In addition, this
principle should address the criteria and method used in the determination.

Sgesed options fbr timig

QOton 1. We could make preliminary evaluaons of suitability at regular intervals
(e.g, every 24 months) on the basis of the available data.

Option 2* We could make preliminary evaluations of suitability at majo- prgram
milestones (eg, before starting to construct the exploratory facility).

Qion 3. We could make all of these evaluations.

Cnsiderations In electing optos 1br Implementation

Option I could result in preliminary findings of limited meangfulness and
applicability. It would, however, allow us to make maximum use of information from
early testin& Including the ability to make early adjustments in our testing and design
p ams If our nestigations uncover conditions that would make the site unsuitable
or licensing extremely difficult, then option 1 might lead to an earlier decision as to the
prudence of investing more time and money In the site. In addition, periodic
evauations of suitability would provide a mechanism for keeping management and
interested parties apprised of developments in our scientific wivestigations. And by
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pafo g periodic preliminary evaluations we would gain useful experience for the
formal finding of site suitability. For option I to be practical we would have to
conduct the preliminazy evaluations in an expeditious manner without impeding the
progress of the program.

Option 2 is vey simila to option 1, but it would iavthe specific purpose of
evaluating at major progam milestones whether further Investment in the site is
warranted. Even though it would be prelimina, a formal finding at major milestones
might also facilitate licensing. This option, however, would be time consuming.

Option 3 combines the characteristics of the other options.

Sugested options fbr suitability crteria

Techniques for evaluating the suitability of sites do exist. They involve the
development of criteria for suitability (e.g, a limit of 10 percent on fractures that can
transmit significant amounts of water), specifications of probability distributions or
ranges of parameters that define the performance measures (e.g., density of connected
fractures), sampling these distributions to produce distributions of the performance
asures, the use of experimental techniques (e.g., boreholes) to determine the

probability that the tests will detect the features ssociated with these performance
measures, and then comparing the results of the tests to make comparisons against the
criteria Such techniques have been successfully applied to analyses of sites in
Switzerland.

gon 1. We could apply those aspects of our siting guidelines (10 CFR 960) that
are appropriate for evaluating a single site.

p2tion 2 We could revise the guidelines and use the NRCs licensing criteria in 10
CFR 60.

Qptioa . We could revise the guidelines by changing generic guidelines to site-
specific factors.

Qphon4. We could revise the guidelines and use criteria developed by external
parties.

Qpf= S. We could work together with affected parties to develop new site-
specific suitability guidelines
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CIsdde n n seleting ptions r Implemenation

The selection of options for suitability criteria depknds to a considerable degree on
the timing of the evaluation. The DOE's siting guidelines call for a comprehensive
evaluation of the suitabflity of the site at the conclusion of the site characterization
program i site-suitability evaluation must be completed before the site Is
ecommended to the President for any repository development. The objective of these

site-suitability evaluations is to identify any features that may provide early evidence
that the Yucca Mountain site is not suitable, thus avoiding aetended investment of time
and resources should that be the case We must decide bow such early evaluations will
proce what criteria and methodology will be used to make findings, and how the
status of uncertainties will be evaluated and the testing program will evolve to address
these concerns.

For an early evaluation of site sitabilit, It might be advisable to apply a
different set of criteria than that used for determining that the site is indeed suitable.
For an early evaluation, a set of iunsuitabllity" criteria might be more practicaL These
specific criteria must address: unsuitabil in terms -of evidence of potentially
unacceptable performance of the repository ytem, which will be provided through
quantitative and qualitative performance asessments; unsuitability in terms of evidence
of potentially unacceptable changes In site conditions such as might be caused by
tectonic or volcanic activity within the repository block; and unsuitability in terms of
slimfcant uncertainties that might require too great an Investment of time, money, or
effort to reduce to acceptable levels.

We are aleady initiating an intensive effort to develop a set of criteria for the early
ste evaluations and a methodology for applying these criteria.- This effort will involve
evaluation of the conditions specified in the siting guidelines of 10 CFR 960;
performance assessments; and a series of etpert panels to develop unsuitability
measures and criteria I terms of those measures, methodology for applying those
crteria, and a pilot study to test the feasibility of the approach. At the same time,
Independent efforts by the Electric Power Research Institute and by Golder Associates
to develop a suitability methodology are underway, and we will compare and evaluate
such independent approaches to develop the DOE stegy.

Another key issue relating to site suitabity Is the sttus of data and uncertainties
and the testing program to address those uncertainties. We are prioritizing the surface-
based in-situ testing progams to address these concers

Tbe guelines referred to in options 1 and 3 were generic guidelnes developed in
response to a requirement in the NWPA. They were used in evaluating the nine
potentially acceptable sie for the first repository, in nominating five sites as suitable
for characterization, and recommending three sites for charcterization. They are
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based on, and closely similar to, the NRCs siting criteria in 10 UR 60. The
development of these guidelines included broad involvement by the affected p^: es,
comment by the public, and concrence by the NRC., The application of the
guidelines might not be practical for early evaluations since for a number of guidelines
esblishing that a qualifying condition is met may require extensive data fom

dground testing.

Option 2 is simila to option 1 because the guidelines are derived directly from the
NRCs technical criteria.

Options 3 and 4 are similar, except that the latter involves criteria developed
entof us. If fter of thes options is chosen, it may be necessay to develop

two sets of dfiteia those to be used early in the process (Le, before the construction
of the exploratoty facility) to make sure that no disqualifying conditions are present at
the site (Le., 'unsuitability" criteria) and those to-be used after site evaluation to
determine whether the site is suitable. Alternatively, we could use a set of
"unuitability" criteria, developed by us or another party, for the early determinations
and the siting guidelines for the suitability evaluation at the end of the site-evaluation
PrOSraL

Option S would expand opportunite for input from affected parties, but would also
Isnrese the difficulty of reaching a timely conclusion.

GEOLOGIC DISPOSAL FOR WASTES OTHER THAN SPENT FUEL AND HIGH-
LEVEL WASfE (GREATER-THAN-CLASS C WASTES)

The NRC has defined three classes-A, B, and C-of low-level radioactive wastes in
order of increasing radiation hazard and longevity. Wastes that exceed the radioactivity
concentrations permitted for Class C are known as "greater-than-Cass-C wastes. They
come from a wide variety of sources, including the operation and decommissioning of
r , medical activities, and research. They vary in their physical characteristics,

mpin, and radioactivity. At present, these wastes are kept in storage at the sites
wher they are generated

The actual quantities and characteristics of greater-tbanClass-C wastes are very
uncertain at present, but it is known that a significant portion of these wastes are
"mixed wastes-that , wastes that contain both radioactive materials and hazardous
chemical substances as defined In the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA) of 1976. We are cuently conducting a comprehensive study directed at
detem the quantities and characteristics of these wastes.

The Department of Energy, through DOE's Office of Environmental Restoration
and Waste Management, is responsible for the disposal of greater-than-Class-C wastes
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under the Low Level Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985. (Management of
greater wan-Cass.C wastes Is not covered umder the Nuclear Waste Fund established
..b the NWPA.) In the past DOE has proposed providing for such waste special

mtermediate-lever disposal-that i, disposal at depths on the order of 100 feet below
tC surface. Such disposal would provide greater isolation than do low-level-waste sites
but would be much less costly than a repository.

Responsibty for dassyng wastes and Iningc whichWas rquir geooc
disposal rests with the NRC. The NRC has not determined that greater thanCassC
wastes require geologic disposal. However, In Its rule on the disposal of low-levl
wastes, 10 CFR 61, the NRC proposed geologic disposa for these wastes 'unless
prpoa for the disposal of such waste in a disposal site licensed pursuant to (10 CFR
61) are submitted to the for approva We have encouraged the NRC to
resume the effort of redefining the classes of radioactive wastes, dis hmg between
Veater-than4ClassC wastes that requir geologic disposal and those that do not require
such costly

Suggsted options fbr Initating a discussion

Qyin I. We could complete the characteriztion of greater than4Oass-C wastes.
We should then evaluate how much space these wastes would require in a repository,
how they might affect licensing and bow they might affect the performance of the

Q1io2L We could petition the NRC to develop spei c performance criteria for
the packaging and emplacement of these wastes, regardless of the method of disposal.
We should also petition the NRC to identify the grcater-than4Cass-C wastes, if any,
that should be Isolated fm a repository.

Qgin 3. We could petition the NRC to develop specific regulations for the
disposal of greater-than.Oass-C wastes.

Q-figz 4. We could start planning to accept some greater-thanaass-C wastes in
the fiGt repository.

n00n 5. DOEs Office of En mental Restoration and Waste Management
could start planning to develop special "itermediate-lever failties for these wastes.

Qgbnb We could defer planning for the disposal of these wastes until the
deJsion on the need fora second repository is made We could then plan to emplace
aE these wastes in a second repository Kf one Is nceded&
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OptQm 1 We could plan to provide interim surface storage for these wastes.

Considerations In seketing options 1br Implementation

The first part of option 1 should be implemented regardless of what other options
are selected because planning for the management and disposal of these wastes is not
possible without reliable estimates of quantities and characteristics. Option 2 should
also be implemented Although the NRC, in response to a request from us, is
evaluating requirements for packaging and emplacement, their evaluation is based on
geologic disposal, which may preclude other options. Option 3 would be necessary if
DOE decided to develop special intermediate-level facilities for these wastes (option 5).

The decision to emplace greater-than-Class-C wastes in the first repository (option
4) could substantialy affect the planning and design of the repository. This judgment
cannot be made until the quantities and characteristics of the wastes have been
defined. It would also be necessary to establish whether the statutory loading limit for
the first repository (no more than 70,000 metric tons of heavy metal may be emplaced
until the start of waste acceptance at a second repository) pertains to greater-than-
Cass waste.

Other factors that need to be evaluated in considering option 4 Include the
following:

I. Determining bow the receipt of these wastes would affect the design of the .
surface facilities of a repository since these wastes would be in a different
conguraton than spent fuel and high-level waste, because they would require
packaging into uniform containers, and because in some instances they might
require supplemental shielding.

2. Determining how these wastes would affect the operational safety of a repository,
both for repository workers and the public.

3. Determining the mode of emplacement: should a separate area be designated for
thes wastes; sbould the containers of thes wastes be Inserted into boreholes,
like spent fuel and high-level waste; should they be placed on the floors of the
disposal rooms and access tunnels after a repository has been Slled with spent
fuel and highblevel waste.

4 How would the emplacement of thes wastes affect the retriebility of all wastes
sbould retrieval be necessary?

5. Determining whether and how the presence of chemicals and organic substances
in these wastes would affect the performance of a repository through the
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generation of gases, I fnteractions with other waste mateials, interactions with
ground water and the host rock etcm

6. Detrmnig how the emplacement of these wa*es would complicate the licensing
of a repositoiy because of the considerations sted in item 5 above.

7.how the need to comply with the RCRA would complicate the
demonitration of regulatory pliance.

& Dhtming how the factors isted above would affect the repository schedule.

Before implemeting option 4, it would be necesary to develop a fee structure for
wastes m sources other than commercl nuclear reactors and a method for paying
the fee. Unless this is done at an early stae of planng, complaints from the
contributors to the Nuclear Waste Fund and State public utility commissions are to be

Option 4 also has institutiona implications and is likely to complicate further our
diffcultics in obtaining the environmental permits needed for site evaluations.

Option S, the lintermediate-leveer facilities mentioned in the introduction to this
Issue, would provide the required Isolation in facilities less cxpensive than a repository.
It would require the siting of a separate fity, which Is a difficult task at best.

Option 6 would be attractive If it Is determined that a second repository is needed.
(The NWPA as amended requires us to advise the Congress on the need for a second
repository between the years 2007 and 2010.) It would allow ample time for study,
preparation, and planning. It would also allow us to benefit from the experience of the
first repository and hence to be better prepared in resolving licensing and regulatory-
comliance issues specific to 'greater-than-aass-C wastes. And It would obviate the
need for siting a third waste-management facility-a facifity for the disposal of greater-
tanQass C wastes.

Option 7 is premature at present It should be considered only after thse wastes
have been completely characterized and requirements for their disposal have been
established.

RISK ASSESSMEN IN SELECITING RANSPORTATION MODES AND
EE E ROUIS

We arer t various steps to ese the development of a compree
pogram for the assessment and management of tansportation risks. Tbese steps
include the development, enhancement, or evaluation of various computer models,
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including models based on well-established probabilistic techniques of risk assessment.
To support these modeLs, we are also developing a transportation data base; this
includes the preparation of a standard reference document for transportation
amptions, the collection of data on accident ratesl& rail and road transport, and
the development of risk factors for national trportation network analyses

We have kept the Nuclear Wast Technical Review Board (NWIRB) informed
regarding our work in the development or revision of computer models and codes, and
the Board has responded with comments and suggestions. We anticipate a similar
working relationship with the NWI`RB regarding the development of plans for the
application of these models and codes.

The methods and models used for risk assessment could be applied to the selection
of transportation modes (truck or rail) and preferred transportation routes. We have
not yet made a final determination about transportation modes. However, it is
currently our intent to ship waste by rail where possible. For shipments from the MRS
fcility to the repository, we currently plan to use dedicated trains.

Sauested options for initiating a discussion

QWon 1. We could use risk assessment as the primazy method of selecting
transportation modes.

QmignI. We could use risk assessment as the primary method of identifying
preferred transportation route-.-

Qlon . We could use risk assessment as a tool in supporting decisions on
s transportation modes and routes.

.QOtioa. We should not use risk assessment in these transportation applications.

Considerations In selecting option to be Implemented

Generally, the transportation mode selected will depend on waste quantities,
distance, routing economics, and overall logistics as well as rail access at the facilities
from which waste is to be accepted. Risk assessment may not be essential for purely
technical purposes as the primary method of selecting modes (option 1) because the
selection can be based on simpler methods and readily available data on rail and truck
accidents However, risk assessment may nonetheless be useful as the primary method
of selecting modes because it is a tool that clearly establishes the basis for
decisionmaking clarifies selection criteria and thereby facilitates communication with
ectnal parties, and can serve to enhance public confidence in the program.
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One problem with option 2 h that risk asscssment may not be useful as the
MPelusive or primary means of identfying preferred routes. The risks associated with
transrtation are vey low, and the uncertainties in the anaysis are considerable
because te mode used I the aesments makes generic assumptions about cetain
ondi , such as the population density in rural mnd urban Areas- The results would

therefore not be useful discriminators among routes. In selecting routes, safety wi be
the primary consideration. Still, as above, the use of risk assessment could serve to
improve king cm and public confidence.

Option 3 would afford us the benefits of using risk assessment as a supporting
measure for decisions on modes and routes. It would be necessary to determine what
wdght it should be given as a decision factor and how it relates to other factors, but
t could augment deid k communication, and public confidence.

Option 4 would deny us the we of a tool t can be usel as a supporting
mease, with a potentially negative impact on decisionmang, communication, and
public confidence. Howener, this would conser resources that might otherwise be
committed to risk assessment.

MAdGEMXENT lSSUES

SfAING OF DATA ON A TIMEY SIS

It Is our intention to make the technical data collected in our program available to
any and all concerned parties, Including the affected States local grnments, and
Indian Tribes; the NWTRB and any other oversight entities that might be established;
the Nuclear Waste Negotiator, and the NRC To'sbare the data on a timely basis we
must implement a system for data m gement that allows access to data in an
efficient and effective manner.

Suggese opions

Q ignJ. We could Mae raw data and supporting ifation vailable to al
cancerned parties as soon as Is practical after data acquiston.

Qiw We would release data oy after they have been processed, reduced,
aNd a-Ye&

3We could release data along wi analye and conclusions as formal
published repors
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Considerations in selecting options fbr Implementation

In regard to options land Z2 it must be rmem bered that the collection and
treatment of data the ultimate purpose of the data will be to support an evaluation of
site suitability and, if the site Is suitablc, in preparing a license application to the NRC
As suc1, the control and assurance of the quality of the data must remain paramount
to the managent and dissemination of data to interested parties. While access
should not be restricted to any data, we must be able to certify those data to be used
In determining suitability and in the license application and to justify the dismissal of
data not used, whether suspect for technical or quality-assurance reasons.

Also, scientific investigators consider that they have the right to present or publish
data, analyses and interpretations and the premature release of data jeopardizes this
right. The publication and presentation of project data and results in peer-reviewed
journals and at professional conferences by scientific investigators also contributes to
the credibility of the project For these reasons, we should allow examination of the
data as they are acquired, but limit dissemination of data until such time as the
Investigators and we are satisfied with its quality and initial analyses and interpretations
are complete.

On the other hand, predecisional data release demonstrates our spirit of
cooperation and is necessary to those organizations with oversight roles. Decisions
regarding system and site suitability, in particular, will rest on consensus in the
interpretation of the data by both oversight organizations and DOE.

INS Tfl TONAL ISSUES

lIMING AND MEINS FOR PREDECISIONAL PARTICIPATION BY AFFECIED
AND INVOLVED PARTIES

Success in our waste-management program requires the participation and
imvolvement of external parties. The external parties include both potentially affected
parties, such as States, local governments, and Indian Tnbes, and involved or interested
parties, such as the utilities or public-interest groups. Since their involvement and
participation are required by law, affected parties have a special status in the program.

Secretary Watkins has repeatedly made clear his intention to establish a DOE
culture that is open and responsive to the concerns of interested and affected parties.
He has begun to deliver on his promises by involving external parties extensively in
planning for the cleanup of DOE sites and the national ene strategy. We have
made similar commitments.

In order for external-party involvement tUl to build consensus and lend expertise
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to the proram, we need to go beyond nformatiolalng through publications,
infomation offices, electronic data bses, and speeches and briefings We must

implement fully the new poliy of external participation in our programs, by actively
seeking out and providing opportunities for meaningfdl participation. The issue Is the
form of that participation.

gte options for Initiating a discussion

QDtw L1. We could attempt to establish a partnership in which Federal, State, and
local gvernmets itly delop decision alternatives for the proga in consultation
with the public

Qpion We could establish mehan for predecisional dialogue.

Qp9alI. We could limit involvement to postdecisional dialogue.

Conidertions In selecting options for Implementation

1COption 1 would mean that external parties would be Involved in the earliest stages
of policy development and would be equal partners in decisionmaking. To implement
this option, a mechanism would have to be found for integrating affEcted parties into
th program. Although participation by affected parties Is mandated by law,
rsonsibiit for the program ours. Furthemoreo In view of the controversial
nature of our program, dic, integrated Involvement would Interfere with the
independence of the affected parties In their oversight role.

In option 2, we would discuss alternatives with affected parties before making
decisions and use their input. -Tbis would allow external parties the opporiy to
present ormaon at an early stage of the decision making process.- Such a diogue
could be established through informal workshops held after we provide the external
parties wih advance copies of our predecisional papers..

In option 3, we would tan a dialogue with external parties, requesting
comments and issuing comment-response documents Mis option would lmit
opportunities for meaningful involvement and ability to Infuence decisions.

GAVNG PUDLC ACCEPTANCE OF WAM TRANSPORTATION

Although the shipment of iadioactive materials in the United States has an
o nding safety record, concern about the transtion of radioactive waste
remains a dominant issue. To alay these concerns, we are communicating to the
general public nformation about the safety features of our transportation program,
Including the chaacteristics of the shipping casks; the safety procedures to be
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Implemented for every shipment; and our commitment to compliance with all
applicable Federal regulations Furthermore, before starting any shipments, we expect
to be able to learn from the transportation of wastes to the DOFs Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant in New Mexico.

Suggested options 1br initiating a discussion

Qptin I We could continue with the current interactions under way in both the
technical and institutional elements of the transportation program.

Qpition 2 We could increase those activities in our program that are directed at
demonstating the safety of transportation.

Qion3. We could increase public information and interaction efforts on a much
larer scale, increase the opportunities for.meaningful involvement by affected and
interested parties, and increase awareness of the efforts undertaken.

Cousideratlons In selecting options to be Implemented

The options listed above are not mutually exclusive, and all three in combination
are needed to achieve the stated goal. The effort to increase public acceptance of
transportation could Involve initiatives related to option 1, such as increased
opportiies for external participation in planning the development and operation of
the sportation program; initiatives related to option 2, such as full-scale testing of ' N

the ability of shipping casks to retain their integrity under severe accident conditions;
and initiatives related to option 3 such as widespread public education about measures
used to ensure that waste transportation will not pose any significant hazard to public
health or safety.

EMERGENCY-RESPONSE PLANNING AND MAINING

We are developing a program plan and policy to implement the requirements in
Section 180(c) of the NWPA as amended, which requires us to provide technical

ance d funds to States for training the public-safety offlcials of local
governments and Indian Tnhbes through whose jurisdictions waste shipments wil pass.
The plan will incorporate issues raised by the regional groups ovseing our
tansportation activities. It will address both routine transportation and assistance for
accidents requiring emergency response.

The major Issue related to our responsibilities under Section 180(c) is the timing of
assistance for training in emergency response.

Suggested options lbr Initiating a discussion
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1 I. We could start assistance 3 to 5 years before shipments begi

~0iQDto 2We could start assistance immediately..

oa rtons In electing options to be Implemented

For emergncY-response training to be successful In the many States through which
wase shipments will pass, the resources allocated to this activity should be used
judciousy. Talxzg is very Important in this regard. Our current plan is to Implement
option 1. which we believe allows suicient time for publicssafety personnel to rtcewie
adequate tralnlngj For shipments from reactor sites to an MRS facility, this means
starting assistance between 1993 and 1995. Starting assistance immediatly, as In
option 2; would be premature, and a considerable number of the trainees might not
stay in positions warrantg the taig

3.2 ISSUES RELATED TO THE EWARDSHIP OF RESOURCES AND THE
EE nESS OF OPERAIIONS

Of the strategic issues thit have been Identified, eight are related to the
sewardship of resources and the effectiveness of operations. As shown below, three of
these issues are technical, and the rest are in the management category.

ry.

- Development of dual-purpose casks for transptation and for stage.:

- nngency planning for the evt that th: Yucca Mountain site L found to be
unsuitable for a repository.

- Phased licensing for the repositozy.

- Roles of utiities and the Federal Govenment in the m ament of spent fuel
before disposaL

- Pivate-sector involement in the development and operation of an MRS facilty.

- Use of the Nuclear Waste Fund for storage.

- Use of peer reviews.
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- Alternative means of managing the waste-management program.

2ECHWCAL lSSUES

DEVELOPMENT OF DUALPURPOSE CASKS FOA TRANSPORTATION AND FOR
STORAGE

A dual-purpose cask is a vessel that can be used for both transporting and storing
spent fueL It is much like the metal casks currently used for dry storage. Its use for
the dual purpose of transporting and storing has not been certified by the NRC, and
some certification issues remain to be resolved. However, Virginia Power, the Electric
Power Research Institute, and a cask vendor (NAC) are currently involved in obtaining
an NRC crpificatioDn for a dual-purpose cask.

We are considering the use of dual-purpose casks for the first phase of an MRS
facility. These casks would allow earlier waste acceptance because they could be
shipped to an MRS site and stored in a simple storage yard. Since the fuel shipped in
them does not need to be unloaded or handled in any way, they would permit waste
acceptance before the waste-handling building of an MRS facility is completed.
However, these casks are not at present included in our program to develop casks for
transportation from reactor sites. Our decision on the use of dual-purpose casks will
be based on their safety, cost effectiveness, usefulness in the waste-management system,
feasibility for the intended use, the use of these casks by utilities, and regulatorzy issues.
We expect to make our decision in 1991.

Sugested options fbr Initiating a discussion

Q:Oionsm We could abstain from including any dual-purpose casks in our shipping-
cask flect.

QOiofU We could include a limited number of dual-purpose casks in our cask-
development program for the initial phase of MRS operations.

Considerations In selecting options fbr Implementation

Option I represents our current cask-development program: it does not include
dual-pwpose casks.

Option 2 could be used to provide early acceptance for a limited amount of spent
fuel at an MRS facility. It raises several issues that we are evaluating. We will first
consider the overall system costs and benefits. We will also examine the issues
associated with safety and NRC certification in particular. If these issues cannot be
resolved quickly enough to permit us to acquire a sufficient number of the casks by
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1998, then there will be no advantage in developing these casks. If these Issues are
satisfactorily resolved, we will determine f co era projects with industry should be
funded to further develop nd utlize dual-pwpose casks.

CONTINGENCY PLANNING FOR THE EVENT THAT THE YUCCA MOUNTAIN
CANDIDATE SITE IS FOUND TO BE UNSUITABLE FOR A REPOSITORY

s discussed In Chapter 4 (see page 4-21 we are evaluating whether the Yucca
Mountain candidate site in Nevada Is suitable for a repository. To complete this
evaluation we plan an extensive program of testing both from the surface of the site
and n d, at the depth proposed for a repository. Issues related to the
detination of suitability have been discussed earlier in this chapter.

We were directed to evaluate the Yucca Mountain candidate site by the NWPA as
amended. This law also specifies that If the Yucca Mountain site Is found to be
unsuitable, then we must notify the Governor and the legislature of the State of
Nevada and recommend to the Congress, within 6 months, actions that should be taken
to ensure safe disposal. We are Inhibited from making site-pecific recommendations
by the NWPA, which prohibits us from continuing any Investigations at, or any studies
o£ other sites that had been Included in the repository program. Thus, we would not
be able to recommend specific alternatives to the Yucca Mountain candidate site, but
we have identified a number of actions we can take.

Suggeted options for Initiating a discussion

Qyjgn 1. We could abstain at present from specific actions to prepare for the
possiblt that the Yucca Mountain site might prove to be unsuitable, other than
e n to requests from the Nuclear Waste Negotiator.

O DI We could increase our participation in International scientific
Investigations of disposal to be better prepared for considering host rocks other than
the volcanic tuff present at Yucca Mountain.

Qjion 3. We could change our approach to the development of the waste
package: instead of developing a design specific to the Yucca Mountain candidate site,
we could develop waste-package designs suitable for a variety of potential host rocks.

Qtion 4. We could identify, on the basis of available information from our earlier
actvtes and data fhrm international programs, host rocks and areas that might provide
potenialy suitable sites for a repositozy.

Cosliderations In selecting options fkr Implementation
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In option 1, we would do nothing in the way of contingency planning at present. If
the Yucca Mountain candidate site is found to be 'uitable, this option would represent (f-
the best use of resources Should the site prove to be unsuitable, we would support a
process by the Nuclear Waste Negotiator to locate a volunteer host with a technically
suitable site. We would be prepared to promvde any tupport the Negotiator may
request. For example, we would be ready to provide to the public information on the
design, operation, and long-term safety of a repository. We would conduct
sociocnomic anablses to answer concerns that may be raised during negotiations with
potential hostL And we would prepare, at the request of the Negotiator, an
environmental am ent of any site that is the subject of negotiations.

Options Z 3, and 4 are not mutually exclusive. They represent opportunities to
improve our position if the Yucca Mountain candidate site is found unsuitable and the
Congress directsus to investigate other sites. Option 3 might give us a significant
advantage in terms of readiness for repository development at other sites. It is,
bowever, costly, furthermore, there is a possibility that a generic approach would result
in a waste package with inferior performance in comparison with a site-specific design.

P}ASED LICENSING FOR THE REPOSITORY

As specified in the NRC regulations in 10 CFR 60, the licensing of a repository will
include authorization to construct a repositorzy, a license to receive and possess
radioactive waste at the site, to be issued after the repository is constructed; and an
amendment of the lcense permitting the repository to be decommissioned and
permanently closed. One reason for phasing the licensing in this manner is to allow
the NRC to evaluate additional information about the expected safety performance of
the repository.

Since a repository is a first-of-its-kind facility, its licensing, especially the first phase,
is expected to be the most difficult challenge of the repository program, and the
information included in our license application may be deemed insufficient for a
favorable finding. To increase the probability that we will be able to provide the
information required for licensing we are evaluating a number of options, including
several that are based on licensing the repository in phases.

Suggested optlons hbr initiating a discussion

Qpiign.1. If the site is determined to be suitable, we could seek to obtain a
construction authorization for a full-scale repository, as assumed in our current plans.

Qpifon Instead of attempting to obtain a construction authorization for a full-
scale permanent repository, we could attempt to first license pilot-scale facilities at a
repository site- These pilot-scale facilities would be used to obtain information needed
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to complete and refine the design of a repository and a waste package, and to conduct
tests in order to colect more data for the next licensing pase. Tey would be
cventually scaled up to a repoacory subject to additional licening.

Qjg3 We could petition the NRC to divide tie licensing process into two
dinct phases. In the first phase we would seek to receive a construction
authorization, under 10 C0R 60, for a temporary storage facility In the underground
repository. s facility would not be licensed as a repository. In the second phase,
which would occur years later, we would seek a license for a repostory.

fQM 4. We would seek to Scense a repository, but we would use the approach
of incremental licensing for individual blocks of underground waste-emplacement areas,
usg waste-acceptance procedures and citeria agreed upon by the NRC.

Considerations In selecting an option for Implementation

Except for option 1, none of these options precludes the use- of demonstration
facilites or of Improved engineered barriers, which were discussed in Section 3.1.

Option 1 represents the approach we have been following since the NWPA. IThe
licensing of a repository, a first-of-a-kind undertaking with unprecedented requirements,
represents one of the greatest challenges in the program.

Option 2 would Involve developing and licensing a repository in steps. It differs
from the current approach only as to scale. It Is not clear, however, whether the
demonstratiou possible for a pilot-scale facility will be sfficient to obtain a license.
-hi option allows an extended evaluation of repository performance with actual spent
fuel. Unless the performance fs satisfctory, the facility would not be converteu W a

Option 3 would require an amendment to 10 CFR 60. Thc first phase of licensing,
for the storage facility, would not Involve any demonstrations of long-term performance;
it would be concerned only with operational safety In the receipt, bandlin& and
emplacement of waste. Eventually, after the wate has been emplaced and monitoring
has Inicated that the performance of the repository and the waste package is as
xpeted, svwe would seek a license for the repository. Ti license would be concerned

only with the long-term performance of a dlosed repository since al activ repository
operations would have been conducted in the first phase.

Option 4 represents a novel approach to the licensing of a repository, but not to its
development. We currently plan to develop a repository in blocks, with waste
emplacement beginning In one block Whe another block I being excavated. Licensing
waste emplacement In blocks would have some of the advantages of a demonstration
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project, with the NRC evaluating the performance of a filled block before allowing
waste emplacement to begin in another block This approach resembles the pilot-
plant approach of option 2. It might help increase public confidence in the safety of a
repository because of the cycle of limited waste emplacement and regulatory evaluation.

.

Options 2 and 3, and possibly option 4, would require legislative amendments.

MANAGEUENT ISSUES

ROLES OF UTILITIES AND THE FEDERAL GOVERNMET IN THE
MANAGEMENT OF SPENT FUEL BEFORE DISPOSAL

This issue concerns the appropriate and effective distribution of responsibilities
between the Federal Govenment and the utilities in the management of nuclear fuel
before disposal in a repository.

Suggested options for iltiating a discussion

QOifnM1. Utilities are responsible for the storage of spent fuel until the fuel is
ransferred to the Federal Government. Transfer occurs when the spent fuel is loaded

into government-owned transport casks and leaves the reactor site for a Federal waste-
management facility.

QOpion.2 Utilities store spent fuel and also prepare it for further storage or
disposa in a Federal waste-management facility in order to facilitate the operation of -

Federal facilities. Two variations are available for implementing this option: (1) the
utilities retain title to the spent fuel and perform the waste preparation under contract
to us or (2) they transfer title to us before preparing the fuel

QpfiQan . Utilities are responsible for provid-g for spent-fuel storagoi until we pick
up the fuel. However, for storage after 1998 we would pay with monies from (1) the
Nuclear Waste Fund or (2) general revenues.

Qpion4. After a specified date, we assume responsibility for, and take title to,
spent fuel at the reactor sites. Until tansferred to a Federal fcility, the fuel would
reain instorage at the reactor site in (1) a utility storagefacility or (2) a storage area
controlled by us.

Qption S. Utilities are directed to collect and store spent fuel at a small number of
commercial-reactor sites as (1) part of Federal waste management, with costs paid from
the Nucler Waste Fund, or (2) at their own expense.
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Comslderations I selecting options fbr Implementation

Tbe most important consideration tn the choice ofthese options will be ability to
start shipping Waste to a central storage facility, such as an MRS facility, in 199& If
spent-fuel nsfer to a central facility cannot begin as currently planned, ft will be
necessazy to develop substantial additional capacity for storage at all or some reactor
sites. Furthermorm, options 3,4, and S would be considered only if timely transfer is
not feasible.

Option 1 is consistent withcuirrent planning for the Federal waste-mangement
ytem and the cisting onal, contractu4 and legal structure. However, If the

schedule linkages between an MRS facility and a repository are not changed and we
therefore cannot start accepting spent fuel In 1998, this option could lead to a
substantial requirement for additional at-reactor storage and a potential proliferation of
alternative storage technologies, which could complicate the transfer of spent fuel to
the Federal system.

Option 2 I like option I except for the Waste-preparation operations. The
preparation could consist of consolidating spent-fuel rods into tighter arrays, loading
spent fuel into canisters, or even encapsulation into disposal containers suitable for
emplacement in a repositozy. If properly coordinated, the decision to prepare waste at
reactor sites could lead to standardtion such as the use of uniform canisters This
would simplify spent-fuel tranfer to the Federal systm and preclude the proliferation
of different storage and waste-packaging technologies. However, such operations do
raise concerns about liability and the potential for dis the operations of the
reactor plant. Furthermore, rquent for disposal packaging will remain unclear
until the design of -waste packages for permanent disposal has been completed and
icensinig issues hawv been resolved.

Options 3 and 4 would require changes in the contract and legislation. Option 3
may raise concerns that our controling or managing storage at reactor sites would
interfere with the operations of the reactor plants.

Option S would requirc legislation or an Initiative by the utilities. If it is
considered, lability for activities that may disrupt the operations of the host reactor site
would be of concern. .

PRIVATE-SECTOR INVOLVEMENT IN TE DEVELOPMEENT AND OPERATION
OF AN MRS FA I:Y

Discussions and descriptions of an MRS faciliy have been bs on the assumption
that, like other DOE facilities, an MRS facility would be owned by th Federal
GoCrnment and operated by a contractor. However, the private sector could be
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responsible or the development and operation of the facility.

The issue here is the privatization of the MRS facility, and four options have been
identified. A closely related and important issue is fiiding for the commercial facility,
which is presented later (see page 4-7) If the Nuclear Waste Fund cannot be used for
its development, the facility wili not be supported by the utilities.

Suggested options for Initiating a discussion

QP.if 1. Ihe MRS facility should continue to be a federally owned facility
operated by a contractor.

Q i2L2i A storage facility could be sited, constructed, and operated by private
industry. The utilities would contract directly with the owner of the facility for spent-
fuel storage.

Two variations are possible for option 2:

L The facility could be developed by private industry, as in option 1, but, we,
instead of the utilities, would purchase storage space and services. The utilities
would deal with us.

2. We would lease storage space from the private developers of an MRS facility and
bire a contractor to operate the facility for us.

Coasiderations In selecti options 1or Implementation

Option I represents current plans for the development of an MRS facility. Option
2, a facility developed by private industry, would have similar benefits as option I for
waste management. For example, if fully used, privately developed facilities could
reduce the potential for the proliferation of different storage technologies at reactor
sites. The use of various storage technologies could complicate for the receipt and
handling of spent fuel at a repository. A fully used commercial storage facility would
lead to standardiation of desigm

Tc siting of a commercial facility may be easier beause the private sector may
ave moce ltitude in negotiating with a potential host and is not subject to the

negative peceeptions associated by many with the Federal Government Nonetheless,
we recognize that the siting of a commercial facility for radioactive waste storage may
be as controversial as that of Federal facilities.

With a commercial storage facility, waste acceptance and transportation wili be the
psibity of the facility operator or the utility. This may entail additional costs for
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the utilities, and sporaton by private contractors or the utilities may elicit more
opposition than tbsp rton by the Federal Governmni:. And It Is not dear that the
Congress would authorize funding from the Nuclear Waste Fund, especially ff the
*coercial facility would sernice only a limited numb of utilities. In any case, the
use of funds from the Nuclear Waste Fund will require aew authorities and w raise
questions of equity.'

Psia tion would Dot contribute to the development and operation of the Federal
waste-management system. As explained in Chapter 4, the currenly envisioned Federal
MRS facily would be ll Itegrated into the waste-management system, and its
development is expected to bring considerable benefits to the whole system as well as
to demonstrate that the Federal Government can succes address the waste
problem. These benefits would not be provided by privately developed strge
facilities.

USE OF THE NUCLEAR WASTE FUND FOR STORAGE

If an MRS facilit Is deveJoped as an integral part of the waste-management system
and the acceptance priorities for spent fuel are based on the current contract with the
utilitie then there seems to be no question that the Nuclear Waste Fund should be
used to pay for Its development and operation. Howee, as discussed in the preceding
sctions, a number of other options for providing storage could be used, and the means
for paying for their costs should be determined.

Suggested options fbr Initiating a discussion

QiOptIga1. An MRS facility Is developed as an Integral part of the Federal systm.
M of the costs of this option are paid from the Nuclear Wase Fund.

Qptio An MRS facility Is developed as an Integral part of the Federal tem.
The cats of MRS development are paid for from the Fund, but the utilities using It
for storage pay for the incremental operating costs of storage from the start of waste

ceptanc, ssued to be in 1998, to the start of operations at a repository.

Opflon 3. An MRS facility Is developed to provide storage for utilities needing
additional capacity. The full costs of development and operation are borne by the

Qption4. 47e Fund Is used to develop and operate commcial storage facilities
ot facilities provided at selected reactor sites.

daions In selecting options fr Implementation

Option 1 represents our current plan. Option 2 differs from option 1 in that the
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Incremental costs of storage are paid for by the utilities using the facility. Because of
the systemwide benefits of the MRS facility, Its development is paid for from the
Nuclear Waste Fund.

Option 3 is essentially the user-funded MRS facility recommended by the MRS
Review Commion in its report to the Congress.r Under this option, an MRS
fcility would be developed solely for the purpose of providing additional storage for
utilities that need additional storage capacity after 1998, prefer not to develop it at
their reactor ites, and are willing to pay for it. Such a facility would not be a part of
the Federal waste-management system, and it is unlikely that a sufficient number of
utilities would commit themseles to funding such a facility. If they did, the
Department might consider buying it from them for use as part of the Federal system
after the reposity starts operating.

Option 4 would require changes in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act as amended. It
may also elicit opposition on grounds of equity and cost effectiveness

USE OF PEER REVIEWS

A peer review is a documented critical review performed by persons who have
technical mpertise in the subject matter of concern but are not directly involved in the
analys study, or plan under review. Peer reviews are management tools for
interpreting and verifying or validating assumptions, plans, results, or conclusions critical
to the success of a program. Although the following discussion is directed at the Yucca
Mountain project, peer reviews will be used as appropriate in other parts of our
programn

Since our program has traditionally relied on peer reviews, the issue here is not
instituting peer reviews as a new practice. Rather, it is a question of establishiro
guidelines for the use of peer reviews.

Suggested options for Initiating a discussion

Qption. 1. Conduct special peer reviews as necessary on high-visibility issues of
critical importance to ensure that the best available resources are mobilized for key

QptQn 2. Institute regular peer reviews in the routine conduct of the program such
as the ication of data, comment on research c.

*Report of the MRS Review Commission, November 1989.
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Cossderations in slecting options fbr Implementation

Peer reviews yield multiple benefits The expert appraisal of plans, methods,
analyes, and results bolsters technical confidence, and the use of recognized
independent authorities strengthens our credibility. Peer reviews may also generate
fresh ideas and approaches to problems. However, peer reviews are generally limited
in scope and duration, and they may not be sensitive to regulatory, Institutional, and
management concerns. In responding to their results, we must consider these other
factors and communicate their role in the response.

Ibe benefits and costs of a peer review should be compared before the review is
initiated. Furthermore, the use of pee reviews should be viewed in the context of
other review mechanisms that are present For example, plans, procedur, and reports
reci extensive Internal technical reviews by the national laboratories and
prticipating contractors, by our project offices, and by other DOE organizations.
Tese revews may carry a document through several cycles of qualified technical
review. In addition, reviews are perfrmed by the NRC Ota the NWTRB, and
affected parties (eg. the State of Nevada).

Beyond the completion of the review, we must mike a commitment to respond to
tie recommendations of the review and incorporate those deemed appropriate into our
plans and operations.

ALTERNATIVE MEANS OF MANAGING THE WASTMANAGEMENT PROGRAM

Several alternative approaches to managing the prgram were identified and
evaluated .In response to the requirements of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act by an-
advisory panel that submitted its report to the Secretary of Energy in December
1984** The panel'sreport was reviewed by a senior DOE group.

Tbe panel identified severapti for managing the progm, but its preferred
option would have required amending the NWPA. Because spokespersons for both the
States and the utilities bad advised stronl agaist attempting any amendments to the
Act at that time, the DOE review group concluded that no major organizational
changes should be initiated until several significant program milestones had been
completed. Furthermore, the DOE review group concluded that most of the problems
fiaed by the program were Inherent In the nature of radioactive-waste management
and the NWPA and could not be solved by changing the nature of the organization or

""Report of the Advisory Panel on Alternativ Means of Financing and Managing
Radioactive Waste Facilities, December 1984.
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management.

Suggested options for Initiating a discussion

The following options for manaBg the program were identified in 1984 by the
advisory panek

QOfon I. The present management structure is retained.

Qflion An independent Federal agency or co ion is established to manage
the program.

QgiOon3. A mixed public-private corporation is established.

titon A A private corporation is established.

Considerations In selecting options for Implementation

The panel concluded that several organizational forms would be more suited than
the DOE for managing the constrcion and operational phases of the program. The
option preferred by the panel was the creation of an independent Federal corporation.
Tbe panel also concluded that no modification of the DOE/OCRWM organization
would provide adequate stability and continuity.

The issues identified by the pinel have siice been repeated by other parties.
Most often cited are the DOFs credibility problems, lack of internal flexibility, and
lack of cost-effective management. It was partly in response to such comtnents that the
Secretary undertook a comprehensive reassessment of the program in 1989 and
implemented a number of initiatives directed at enhancing the management of the
program. They included direct-line reporting from the Yucca Mountain project office
to the OCRWM Director, the appointment of a permanent OCRWM Director,
consolidaton of contracts, and an independent review of the management structure and

ocedurs MAdditional initiatives for improving management systems, including a
ganizaon of the OCRWM, have since been implemented by the OCRWM

Director. Further improvements, expected m the near future, include signing a contract
with a management-and-operating contractor.
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4 BACKGROUND lNFOM ON -

Thi chapter presents badcground If ormation on the waste-management system and
the proam for its development. It discusses waste t*pes and quantities; our plans for
a geologic repository, an MRS facIlity, and a tansportao system; protection of public
health and the nvrlonment; potential socioeconomic effects and benefits; the
noement of affected and Interested parties; and maament.

WASE 7YPES AND QUANMIIES

Most of the waste accepted by the Federal waste-management "scm will be spent fuel
fom the commercial gene raton of electrity by nuclear reactors The spent fuel from
the nationMs 112 reactors, which produce about 20 percent of our electric power, is
accumulating at a rate of about 2000 metric tons of heavy metal per year. (One metric
tonb equal to 1.1 English tons, or 2200 pounds.) The quantity of spent fuel
discadthrough 1989 is about 19,500 metric tons. Using realistic estimates, this

t is projected to grow to 40,000 metric tons by 2000, 58,000 metric tons by 2010,
d 84,000 metric tons by 2036, when the last of the licenses for the current generation

of U. reactors s scheduled to

Most of the remainder of the waste planned for Federal acceptance and disposal is
higlevel waste, which results from the reprocessing of spent fuel for national defense
purposes. A small amount of high-level waste was generated at a commercial fuel

rocg facflit, but practically all highlevel waste wil come from defense sources.
For planning purposes we estimate that, by the year 2030, defense activities will
generate the equivalent of about 9000 metric tons of high-leel waste requiring deep

'geologic disposal. In 1985, President Reagan determined that defense high-level waste
should be ditposed of in a repository along with civilian waste.

MM NUCLEAR WASTE POLICY ACM

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act authorized the co ion of one geologic repository
and pcified in detai the for siting that repository, including the scientific
evaluation (caracterization) of three potential sites In addition, it specified the
process for sting a second repository, authorized the development of a waste

sportation system, and required U to submit a proposal to construct one or more
MRS facilities; this proposal was to Include a Federal program for the sitin&
developme, construction, and operation of MRS fcilities. The Act also included
Provisions for the participation of States and affected units of ocal govenment and
Indian Tnibes in the waste-mgement program. Fnally, the Act estblished the
Nuclear Waste Fund to ensure that the full costs of waste-management and disposal
are reoved frm the owners and the generators of the wast
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Tbe Nuclear Waste Policy Act Amendments Act of 1987 (the Amendments Act)
strelined the program. It specified that only one site, rather than three, was to be
evaluated (the Yucca Mountain site in Nevada) and only one repository was to be
developed at present, and it authorized the sitin& tructon, and operation of an
MRS facility subject to certain conditions. In addition, it established the Office of the
Nuclear Waste Negotiator, whose primazy role Is to attempt to find a State or Indian
Tribe willing to host a repository or an MRS facility at a technically qualified site on
reasonable terms, and the Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board, appointed by the
President to evaluate the technical and scientific validity of our activities.

A GEOLOGIC REPOSIrORY

A repository Is a system for permanently isolating radioactive wastes deep beneath the
surface of the earth, ti a suitable rock formation. To perform its functions before
closure, a repository will consist of surface and underground facilities connected by
shafts and ramps.

The surface facilities would be used to receive the waste, prepare it for disposal,
and emplace it underground. They would be equipped with fail-safe devices designed
to protect the health and safety of the repository workers and the general public. The
waste emplaced underground must be retrievable for a period of up to fifty years, until
the NRC determines that the repository is indeed performing as expected. We would
then decommission the surface facilities and apply to the NRC for an amendment to
the license to permanently close the underground repository. -

An underground repository would be developed much like a large mine consisting
of underground passageways and rooms. It would consist of horizontal passageways, or
drifts, that would be excavated parallel to one another and would serve a number of
waste-emplacement areas, or panels. Spaced within each emplacement panel would be
a number of access drifts. Holes would be drilled into the floors or wals of the
emplacement panels, and the waste containers would be emplaced in them. (Both
vertical and horizontal emplacement is being considered.)

Waste-emplacement would begin before all of the underground repository has been
excavated: it would begin in one panel as soon as two of the waste-emplacement panels
had been completely dcveloped. This approach would allow underground development
and waste-emplacement to proceed essentially in parallel, with the development of the

nderground repository continuing for many years. To isolate the underground
oucon workers from waste handling activities, sufficient separation between

development and emplacement operations would be provided.

To provide the required isolation, a repository would have multiple barriers, both
natural and engineered, against the migration of the radioactive material in the wastes.
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The natural barriers wouldbi the host rock In which a repositOry is constructed and
the roning rock formation The engineered barriers would be a repository (Le,
arious underground structures and components, such As the rock with which the

tunnels and underground disposal rooms would be fWlid up before a repository is
dosed) and the waste packages.

Tbe wase package would consist of the waste, the diposal container in which the
waste Is enpsated, and any other materials or features designed to separate the
waste from the host rock It wili be designed to meet various fmnctional and regulatory
requirements, including maiinng the option to retrieve the emplaced waste.

The reliance that Is placed on the wate package In waste contaim nt ad isolation
ih c t of the ues of rtec importce proposed n Chapter 3. A reated issue is
the allocation of performance to natural and engineered barriers in demonstrating the
peftoma ce of the total repository sytem.

7he proem fbr repository development

As mandated by law, the process for the development and operation of a repository is
a sequence of activities that begins with site screening and selection for further study

. and the development of preliminary designs for a repository and a waste package as a
basis for evaluating the potential safety performance of a repository. For the Yucca
Mountain candidate site, these steps have been completed.

The next major activity Is site characterization-a comprehensive program of
scientific evaluation that wMll eain the geologic and other pertinent characteristics of
the site and conduct analyses to determine whether the site is suitable. The
demination of site suitability is one of the issues for which we are proposing to
develop strategic principles.

If the results of site valuation show that Me site i suitable, the Secretary of
Energy would recommend to the President that the ste be selected for a repository.
As part of the basis for that recommendation, an enionmental impact statement
wouldb prepared and submitted to the President. If the President agrees, he will
recommend the site to the Congres, at which time the State of Nevada may submit a
notice of disapproval, which can be overridden only by a majority vote in both houses
of the Cogress. I no wtice of disapproval is submitted or If the notice is overridden,
the process of site selection would be completed. If the site is selected for a
repository, then a license application would be prepared and submitted to the Nuclear
Regulatory Comm ion, Including the environmental impact statement proposed to
support the recommendation of the site, designs for the repository and the waste pack.
age, and the results of safety assessments. If the Commission approves the application,
it will grant a construction authorizatio and the Department will start constructing the
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repository. When the surface facilities have been constructed and the underground
xcavtonzs are sufficient for waste-emplacement to begin, an updated application to

receive and possess radioactive waste at the site would be submitted to the NRC If
this application is approved, the repository can begin to receive waste.

l however, site evaluation shows that the site is not suitable, then the Department
must stop all work at the site, notify the Governor and the legislature of Nevada, and
recommend to the Congress the actions that should be taken to provide permanent
disposal for the waste. One of the issues for which we are seleing to develop a
strategic principle is the course of action to be followed in such an event.

Evaluation of the Yucca Mountain site

The Yucca Mountain candidate site is in southern Nevada, in Nye County, approx-
imately 100 miles by road northwest of Las Vegas. It I in a region with very little
rainfall sparse vegetation, and a low population density. At Yucca Mountain the host
rock for the proposed repository is the volcanic rock called tuff This rock formed
from volcanic eruptions occuring between 8 and 16 million years ago. Information
about the geologic history and conditions in the region surrounding Yucca Mountain
has been collected since the early 1900s Since late 1977 geologic and hydrologic
information about the region and the site has been collected specifcally for the
repovitozy program.

However, we need to collect much more information before we can determine
whether the site is suitable. This information will be collected during the site-
evaluation program, which is expected to last several years. To ensure that all the
required information will be collected and available when needed for design or
performance assessment, we prepared and issued in 1988 a site harac tion plan.
The activities planned for site evaluation consist of surface-based studies, underground
tests and studies to be conducted in an exploratory faciity at the depth of a proposed
=positoqy, laboratory studies, and mathematical modeling of the geologic system.

TIe Department will focus first on features of the site that can be investigated
throgh surface-based testing which includes drilling from the surface. The objective is
to obtain early iforation about conditions that have the potential to so adversely
affect performance that the site may not be able to meet the regulatory requirements
and would therefore be unsuitable for a repository.

To evaluate underground conditions, we will construct an underground exploratory
firiy at Yucca Mountain. This fcility will allow us to characterize the host rock at
the depth proposed for waste-emplacement.
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Approach to developing confidence In achieving timely disposal

The licensing of a repositozy will be a first-of-a-kind undertaking with the
unprecedented challenge of demonstrating sf waste isolation for lQOOO years. To be
succesfl, t will require well-documented evidence frm many sources.

Many issues remain to be resolved concerning the demonstration of compliance with
EPA and NRC regulations. We beliec that licensing will be facilitated If we, as the
agency responsible for implementg disposal, take the Initiative in stimulating the
resolution of these uncertainties and in developing the approach for demonstrating
complance. We recognie, howe , that success in the Implementation of this strategy
wl depend on close interactions with the NRC staff to Idetif and resolve issues. We
are conducting a study of alternate licensing strategies in order to Identify, evaluate,
ad compare potential alternatives to the current licensing strategy described in the. site
characterization plan. Mhe major objective of this study is to ultimately recommend a
licensing strategy that results in the most efficient, scientifically-based development of a
reposity...

We have proposed for the development of grategic principles several issues that
are directly or fndiectly related to the licensing of a repository. Tley include long-
term cooling of the waste before disposaL the use of demonstration facilities, and
phased repository licensing and waste-emplacement.

AN MRS FAlIY -

A n MRS facility Is needed to meet the o ctve of timely and adequatet Wae
cceptance. It will receive and inspect spent fuel shipped from rec sites and store
the fuel tetkxanly at or near the surface, in specal designed cask or vaults. When
a repository starts operating, the MRS facility will continue receiving spent fuel and will
sip ft to such repository. From the MRS facility the spent fuel would be shipped in
large-capacity casks and by dedicated tains; the net effect would be to reduce the total
shipment miles and the number of shipments received at the repository. The MRS
fcility will be an "ntegral" facility-that is, a part of a waste-management system in
which all elements are optimized as part of a single qstem focused on achieving the
strategic objecoves of the a .

AuStorization

The Amendments Act authorized us to site, construct, and operate an MRS fahty,
subject to certain constraints, including the following licensing conditions:

* Construction may not begin unti the NRC has authorized the constuction of the,
rPository.
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* Construction or waste acceptance at an MRS facility is prohibited if the reposi-
tory LIcense is revoked or the construction of the repository ceases.

* Thc quantity of waste present at the MRS site.at any one time may not exceed
10,000 metric tons of heavy metal until the repository starts accepting waste and
15,000 metric tons thereafter.

Ihe Amendments Act established an MRS Review Commission to provide an
independent assessment of the need for an MRS filty. As stated in its report dated
November 1989, the Commission found that 'cumulatiely the advantages of an MRS
would justify the building of an MRS if: (1) there were no linkages between the MRS
and the repository (2) the MRS could be constructed at an early date; and (3) the
opening of the repository were delayed considerably beyond its presently scheduled
date of operation" (Le., considerably beyond 2003, the year scheduled for the start of
repository operations at the time the MRS Review Commission held its deliberations).

TMe Commission recommended that the Congress authorize the construction of a
Federal emergency storage facility with a capacity limit of 2000 metric tons, authorize
the construction of a user-funded interim storage facility with a capacity limit of 5000
metric tons, and consider the need for additional interim storage in the year 2000.

Secretary's decision

The report of the MRS Review Commission was written while the Secretary was
conducting a reassessment of the program, which showed that the start of waste
acceptance at the repository would be delayed by 7 years, from the year 2003 to 2010.
To allow timely and predictable acceptance of spent fuel, the Secretary announced an
initiative to develop an integral MRS facility, with the objective of beginning the
acceptance of spent fuel in 199&

Sifts the MRS &duty

Technically suitable sites for the MRS facility can probably be found throughout the
continental United States. The Amendments Act authorizes a dual approach to siting
and specifies that these are two independent approaches One approach is for the
Secretary of Energ to conduct a survey and evaluation of potential MRS sites. Tbe
other approach, which we prefer, is to site through negotiation with a State, Indian
Tnbe, or community that can offer a technically suitable site on reasonable terms. The
Amendments Act created the Office of the Nuclear Waste Negotiator for this purpose.
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MRS dekopment

The MRS facility envisioned in our current plans could sta accepting waste by 1998 if
the statutory schedule linkages between the repository and the MRS facility are
changed. be statutory linkages could be changed ff the volunteer host for the facility
is willing to negotiate a change and coporate it Into the proposed agreement that,
would be signed between the United States and the proposed host The agemant
then would be submitted to the Congress for enactment into law.

As in other aspects of MRS development, we wil solicit through the Nuclear Waste
Negotiator the views of the potential host and will consider them In selecting the design
of the MRS facility and the age technology. Among the available options are metal
storage casks, concrete casks, horizontal modular units and modular vaults. Each of
these technologies has been or is ben reviewed by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission for use at reactor sites.

Another technology that could be considered Is the dual-purpose cask, which can be
used for both storage and transportation The use of such casks is one of the strategic
issues proposed for consideration in Chapter 3.

UcensIng strategy

We plan to submit a single license application for the MRS facility, and a sie formal
adjudicatory bearing is expected to cover the full scope of the MRS facilty dgn.
Before submittin the formal license application, we will submit design packages to the
NRC staff for review. If particular topics can be addressed separately from, and
earlier than, the formal application, we will also submit topical reports for review by
the NRC staff-

To facilitatecenin, we intend to analyze, define, and help clarify regulatory
requirements. We also intend to identify and resolve regulatory, technicaL and

i l uncertainties that will simplify lcensing. And before formally submitting
the license application, we will submit to the NRC relevantion to faciitate the
review of the license application.

We will continue to examine strategies to expedite the liensing of an M; RS aility.

?undlng and chares fbr the MRS bclllty

An MRS faciliy will add to the cost of the Federal waste-management system, but
thse costs will be partially offset to some extent. Some utilities and others have sated
that the allocation of MRS costs to all utilities would not be equitable because the
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MRS facility will not be able to accommodate spent ruel from all utilities. Several (
options for funding could therefore be considered, and this issue is one of those
proposed in Chapter 3 for the development of a strategic principle.

Pdyatesector Involvement

In concert with the Negotiator, we plan to examine opportunities for private-sector
v ment in the development of the MRS facility and are proposing several options

for consideration in Chapter 3. We will also examine possible opportunities for third-
party provisions of MRS services that can be leased or purchased to meet the needs of
the Federal waste-management system.

TPANSPORTATION

The trasportation of radioactive materials, including spent fuel, over the Nation's high-
ways and raioads has an excellent record of safety, and yet it causes widespread
concern tn the public. Recognizing these concerns, we are conducting a transportation
program aimed at protecting public safety and ganing public confidence.

In order to provide safe ransportation, we are developing a feet of special
shipping casks. Support systems and facilities will also be provided. And before any
waste is ported, we, together with affected and interested parties, will need to
xesolve a number of institutional issues.

Tansportaton casks and modes

Transportation casks are rugged containers for shipping spent fuel and high-level
radioactive wast. They are designed to protect the public, the transportation workers,
and the environment by providing shielding from radiation and containing their contents
under both normal and accident conditions. The designs of these casks will have to be
certified by the Nuclear Regulatory Commison, which will require evidence that they
comply with standards promulgated for the protection of public health and safety. In
order to be ceri, ed, the casks will have to pass a series of tests representative of the
frces imposed on casks for normal transpoation conditions and during accidents.

Several modes can be used for shipping the waste, including dedicated trains or
regular train srvice, intermodal shipments (eg., truck to rail, barge to raI), shipments
ht legal-weight and overweight trucks, and shipments in heavyweight rail caks. Tbe
mode to be used will depend on the weight of the cask and the facilities and
equpma nt availble at individual reactor sites (eg., rallspurs and heavy-duty cranes).
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Pln IDr development
I j;, i.' ' . 4

'he sranspoaon system will be able to start shippirt to an MRS facility as: early as
1998 This capabit can be developed to serve a variety of scenarios for the
acceptance of spent fueL.

TO service the first phase of an MRS facity, we are considering the use of trans-
portable storage systems, such as dual-purpose casks. These systems would be designed
to m i nim the handling of spent fuel during the transfer from storage at reactor sites
to the MRS facility.

Since a fleet of tanspotn casks will be needed over the operating life of an
MRS fcility and a repository, we are undertaking a major effort In cask development.
Four distinct tpes of casks are under consideration:

* Csks suitable for shipping spent fuel from reactor sites either to an M faility
ao a repository, e-g., legal weight truck raibarge, and dual-purpose casks.

* Casks for shipping from an MRS facility to a repository.

* Csks for shipping nonstandard fuel and non-fuel-bearing waste.

* Casks for shiing high-level waste.

To be ready for transportation, we are concentrating on the development of the casks
for shipping from reactor sites to a repository or an MRS acility. At present, both a
legal-weight truck cask and a rail-darge cask ae being developed, and a limted
number of these casks will be available in 1998 The need for other ypes of casks will
be determined between 1991 and 1993.

The design of the facilities needed to support transportation operations will be
coordinated with the development of the cask system. A cask mant ce facility Wi
be sed for the Inspection of casks and their seals, routine maintenanmc, and
decontamination. Such a facility could be built at the site of an MRS fhdity, the site
of a repository, or a third location.

The development of other transportatinsupport faideswill proceed as functional
requiremnts are made specific.

Resolutlo at Issues

A guiding principle in the development of the transportation system is the need for the
early resolution of technical and institutional issues. The resolution of these issues
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requires commnuncation and interaction with a large number of diverse affected and
interested parties. An issue of strategic importance is training for emergency response;
it is presented in Chapter 3.

PROTECTION OF THE PUBLIC EMALTH AND SAFETY AND THE
ENVIRONMENT

The protection of public health and safety and the quality of the environment is a
fundamental policy of the waste-management program. All waste-management
acvites-including the siting, construction, and operation of the facilities needed for
waste-management and disposal-will be conducted in a manner that provides this
protection.

In addition to requirements to comply with regulations governing the repository, the
MRS facility, and the transportation system, the Secretary of Energy has established
policies that demonstrate the DOE's commitment to environmental protection. These
include his 10-point initiative, announced on June 27, 1989, to ensure that all DOE
activities are carried out in full compliance with environmental statutes and regulations
and his notice (SEN-15.90) of February 5, 1990, on compliance with the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969. To fulfill our commitment to environmental
protection, we will meet or exceed all applicable environmental laws and regulations.

Each element of the system-a repository, an MRS facility, and transportation
operations-will comply with the pertinent specific regulations governing the protection
of public health and safety.

In the case of a repository, requirements for the protection of public health and
safety are specified in regulations developed by the NRC in 10 CFR Part 60. The
NRC reg7-'M ions also implement and enforce the environmental standards issued by the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) as 40 trR Part 191.- Tbe objective of the
regulations is to provide reasonable assurance that the repository will isolate the waste
for at least 10,000 years without posing undue risk to public health and safety.

Tbe MRS facility must meet the requirements of 10 CFR Part 72, Licensing
Requirements for Independent Spent Fuel Storage Faciities." This regulation has been
rectrevised by the Nuclear Regulatory Comm ion to accommodate an MRS
6cility. uded in the requirements of 10 CFR Part 72 are the environmental
standards promulgated by the Environmental Protection Agency in Subpart A of 40

*Subpan B of 40 CFR Part 191 has been vacated and remanded to the
Environmental Protection Agency, which is preparing to issue a revised regulation for
CommentL
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C:R Part 191 for the management of spent fuel and high-level wastes.

Regulations for the safety of radioactive waste transportation bave been issued by
the Department of Transportation (49 CFR Parts 171:179) and the Nuclear Regulatoxy
omson (10 CFA Parts 71 and 73).

POTENIL SOCIOECONOMIC EFFECTS AND BENEFTS

Both adverse and favorable ocoonoic effects may be associated with waste-
management They would generally result from the employment that Is created, the
rmsnting direct and indirect population growth, and local expenditures for mateils
eqpment, and services. Adverse effects result when the demands on government and

i cilities and services (eg., schools, wastewater treatment, medical care)
exceed local resources; when the inflow of people Increases demands on scarce
resources like water, land, and houing; and from the disturbance of local lifestyles and
social tructures. Favorable effects are related to the availability of more jobs, greater
county or municipal revenues, development of improved education systems, expanded
rcreation facilities, and the inflow of money Into local businesses.

- A framework for addressing potential adverse effects is provided by the Act as
amended. The Act as mended peifies a process and requirements for avoiding,

or mitigatig ocioeconomic effects to the maximum extent practicable;
s requirements go beyond provisions in the National Environmiental Policy Act of

1969. It also makes specific provisions for financial assistance to affected parties. In
addition, the Act as amended provides -for payments-equal-to-taxes. And {t provides for
other financial benefits under certain conditions

INVOLVEMINT OF AFFECTED AND IN TED PARTIES

The Nuclear Waste Policy Ac of 1982 recognized the importance of public
paricipatlon and involvement in the waste-management progra. Mean
participation by affected and interested parties is indispensable to a program that
accommodates diverse interests while earning general public confidence and accep-
tance

Tbe orial Act Included extensive provisions for the noement of State and
oal goveme d TrIbes, and the general public. bese p sions require

us to provide, through specific mechanisms, information about major program decisions
and actns; to provide opportunities for participation through public hearings and
public comments; to consult and cooperate with affected parties and seek to develop
fomal agreements with them; and to avoid or mitigate significant adverse impacs.
The Act also required the provision of financial assistanc necessary for States and
Indian Tribes to exercise their rights to participation and oversight.
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The Amendments Act of 1987 furiher articulates and expands on the original law's
commitment to meaningful public involvement by, for the first time, providing for direct
funding assistance to affected units of local govenmment; by providing for a benefits
agreement and a review panel; by creating the Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board,
an independent oversight body, and by establishing the Office of the Nuclear Waste
Negotiator, who is empowered to find volunteer States or Indian Tribes willing to host
a repository or an MRS facility. A negotiated agreement could further extend
pportunites for participation.

The scientific evaluation of the Yucca Mountain site has been reprogrammed to
evaluate key suitability issues early, so that carly results can guide the scope of later
hwestigations. Ths Initiative responds directly to comments received from several
external review groups, including the State of Nevada, the Nuclear Regulatory
Comm ion and the Edison Electric Institute.

In the case of an MRS faciity, we intend to rely on the efforts of the Nuclear
Waste Negotiator to identify and reach agreements with a volunteer host; we are
actively working to identify, collect, and anabze the types of technical, financial, and
institutional information that the Negotiator may need to interact effectively and
collaboratvely with a pri ctve host. This information may be important in
structuring an agreement that is broadly supported by all potentially affected and
Interested parties.

To enhance the involvement of affected and interested parties in the development
of the transportation system, we actively seek the development of cooperative agree-
ments with various national and regional organizations. These organizations study
national and regional transportation issues and formulate recommendations to us.

Before starting to transport any waste, we will meet certain institutional obligations.
The most prominent among them is the rquint of the Amendments Act to
provide technical assistance and funds to States for the training of public-safety officials
in local governments and Indian Tnibes through whose jurisdictions the waste may be
tansp The method and timing for implementing this assistance will be developed
in consultation with affected partes.

Another obligation is the early resolution of ansportation issues. This requires
communication and interaction with a large number of diverse affected and interested
parties, Including the many Thbal, State, and local governments through whose
jursdictions the shipments will pass; other Federal agencies; technical associations; the
trasportation industr, utilities; and the public.

As the waste-management program eolves, so win participation by affected and
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interested parties Representatives from the affected States, Indian Tribes, and local
gvernments may be lzv6Wd In the designation of alternative routes, the coordination
of shipping a ts, and the clarification of responsibilities for transportation
activities.

MANAGEMENT

Orgnition and structure

'he Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste-Management (OCRWM) In the Department
of Energ s responsible for developing the waste-management system. To perform the
technical work of the program, we have retained the Nations best scientific and
engineering expertise in waste-management and disposal. Under our direction, this
expertise is provided by the US. Geological Survey, certain of the Department's
National Laboratories, and specialized contractors who supply technical support and
assistance. In addition, we use outside experts to support or improve program analysis,
management, and administration and to support or improve the operation of manag-
ement systems.

Management Initiatives

In his 1989 Report to the Congress on the reassessment of the progrm, the Secretary
announced a number of initiatives to improve the management of the program. First,
he announced the Imminent nomination of a new OCRWM Director, who was
approved by the Senate In April 1990.

Second, the Secretary established direct-line reporting from the Yucca Mountain
Prject Office to headquarters. U nder the previous management structure, multiple
lines of authority existed. Direct-line reporting from the Yucca Mountain Project
Office to headquarters brings together for the first time progam authority and re-
sponiblity and facilitates coordination and communication.

d, the Secretary directed that an independent assessment of the program's
management be conducted by a private mnagement-consulting company. This assess-
ment covered the management structure and processes; management systems;
conactual arrangements, including the numbers, tpes, and purposes of contracts; and
the authorities, responsibilitis, and accountabilities of the major participants n the
program.

Since his appointment, the OCRWM Director has Identified and taken a number of
actions to implement and stengthen the Secretarys biatves. They are focused on
developing a strategy for managing spent fuel; establishing a national consensus on that
strategy, developing effective working relationships with parties who have a stake in the
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progam ensuring that methods and critera for demonstrang compliance with
regulatory requirements are developed and ready when needed; focusing actions on
goals and essential activities; and improving cost effec~veness and accountability.
Accomplishments to date include a reorganization of the OCRWM and the
development of a management systems improvement strategy. Detailed implementation
plans will be gven in an amendment to the OCRWM Mission Plan.

Owsght and miew

Independent oversight of the technical work is provided by the Nuclear Waste
Technical Review Board and the State of Nevada. In addition, we seek peer review
from the National Academy of Sciences, groups of independent cxpets, and other
DOE Do ntions and their consultantL Major program plans and documents are
reviewed by the NRC staff and their consultants as well as the NRCs Advisory Com-
mittee on Nuclear Waste.

QaflitY assranc

Quality assurance consists of all the planned and systematic actions necessary to
provide adequate confidence that a structure, system, or component will perform
satisfactorily in service. An effective quality-assurance program is essentil for ensuring
the achievement of high-quality performance in the pursuit of our mission and is
required for demonstrating compliance with regulatory standards in licensing. We are
therefore implementing a quality-assurance program for the entire waste-management
system-

Our quaty-assurance program is designed not only to satisfy NRC requirements but
also to be completely integrated into every technical activity in the waste-management
program. In addition, it should help to establish public confidence in the technical
quality of the program.
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